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The following questions have been provided to assist you in applying the truths of Scripture
to your life and in discussing today’s sermon with your family and fellow believers. These
are also reviewed as part of our community groups.
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1. Explain why each sin is actually a power struggle with God? What areas do
you struggle to give up power/control?
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2. How can you intentionally submit your daily decisions to God? What
practical steps can you take to live submissive to His authority?
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3. What are some commands of God you’ve seen “revised”? How does that
revision reveal arrogance?
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4. As a church, how can we guard against the desire to revise God’s Word to
our liking? What warning signs might signal a desire to make revisions?
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5. Why do we fear other people? How can that fear replace our worship of
God?
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6. What external requirements do you have a tendency to turn into a “godliness
checklist”? Why these areas?
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7. List some ways that you need God’s help to obey Him this week. What
verses or songs remind you of your need for His help?
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